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Martin Graff is a multi-disciplinary artist who made his professional solo instrumental recording debut in 2021 with
the album “Trips for Piano.” A composer, pianist, illustrator, author and spoken-word performer, Graff is best known
for his live stage show The Face Zone: Surreal Daydreams to Trip Your Imagination in which he weaves images,
humor, commentary and music into an unforgettable experience.
“Trips for Piano” chronicles Martin Graff’s return to music after a long hiatus. After falling deeply in love with the
piano at an early age, the Arlington, Virginia-based artist had to step away from the instrument to avoid being
overcome by his passion for it. 17 years later he returned to the piano, and after years of practice he is once again in
top form and sharing his gift.
“Prism” is the second single from Martin Graff, with a brand new music video released worldwide to YouTube on
April 8, 2022. The song is a beautiful and melancholy solo piano piece that conjures all of the emotion and drama of
Hollywood. The song’s video pairs Graff’s epic and emotional composition with the full spectrum of colors displayed
in the tempestuous and serene scenes of nature as well as in the man-made magic of city skylines.
Watch the “Prism” video below. You can also hear the song on the Deep Indie Chill playlist, or listen to
“Trips for Piano” on your favorite streaming service. Connect with Martin Graff. Get on his socials
and join him on this new phase of his creative journey.
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